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Planning involves the generation of a network of actions that achieves a desired goal given an initial state
of the world. There has been signi cant progress in the
analysis of planning algorithms, particularly in partialorder and in hierarchical task network (HTN) planning
(Kambhampati 95; Erol et al. 94). In this abstract we
propose a more general framework in which planning
is seen as a graph rewriting process. This approach
subsumes previous work and o ers new opportunities
for ecient planning.
As motivation, we will look at two domains: query
processing in a distributed environment and manufacturing operation planning. Distributed query processing involves generating an ecient plan to satisfy a user query. This plan is composed of data retrieval actions at diverse information sources and operations on this data (such as join, selection, etc). Some
systems use a general-purpose planner to solve this
problem (Knoblock 95). We have observed that, in
this domain, it is relatively easy to construct an initial plan, and then transform it using a hill-climbing
search to reduce its cost. The plan transformations
exploit the commutative and associative properties of
the (relational algebra) operators, and the fact that
when a group of operators can be executed together
at a remote information source it is generally more
ecient to do so. Some sample rules are: join-swap,
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In centralized databases, some domain-speci c planners exploited a similar idea (Graefe and DeWitt 87).
In manufacturing, the problem is to nd an economical plan of machining operations that implement the
desired features of a design. In a feature-based approach (Nau et al. 95), it is possible to enumerate the
possible actions involved in building a piece by analyzing its CAD model. It is more dicult to nd an
ordering of the operations and the setups that optimize the machining cost. However, similar to query
planning, it is possible to incrementally transform a
(possibly inecient) initial plan. Often, the order of
actions does not a ect the design goal, only the qualget q ; db
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ity of the plan, thus actions can commute. Also, it is
important to minimize the number of setups because
xing a piece on the machine is rather time consuming.
Such grouping of machining operations on a setup is
analogous to evaluating a subquery at a remote information source.
A (partial) plan is a labelled graph whose nodes are
actions and whose edges express constraints (ordering,
causal links, etc). In planning by graph rewriting we
allow the substitution of an arbitrary partial plan by
another partial plan. This subsumes the main transformations present in partial-order planners (adding a
new node or linking to a previous one for goal establishment, adding ordering edges for threat resolution),
and in HTN planners (substituting a non-primitive action by a partial plan). We have seen several planning
domains that bene t from expressive plan transformations (as the query evaluation rules above). We expect
that hill-climbing from a (possibly suboptimal but easily constructed) initial plan using such transformations
will be ecient for many domains, similarly to (Minton
et al. 92). Moreover, this more expressive planning
language should give users more control over the kind
of solutions they prefer (Kambhampati 95).
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